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Print Event Draws
Draw Options - Mark late withdrawals
Allows any players who are tagged as withdrawn and still on an event draw to have a line placed through their name on the
event draw. This is an option for making changes to a draw after it has been created indicating the withdrawal of a player.
Can be used to indicate a seed replacement where a seed has withdrawn after the draw has been published.
Draw Options - Time Available
Prints or previews on the event draw the time a player is available to play taken from the data in Players Times. Can be
useful when checking event draws to make sure that if players have exemptions the draw created does not play players
with exemptions early in the first rounds. Perhaps these players would be better allocated to the second round or a bye.
Draw Layout - Export Format
Allows two additional export formats in addition to the bmp/gif export. A html export is provided and also a straight text
export. These are expirted when a range of draws is selected and the Export button is selected. The default export folder is
the export folder in the CAT tournament folder.
Print Preview - On the draw print preview screen a next and previous button is provided as well as a Print button.
Print preview fonts - these dropped back to the defaults in v4.65 regardless of what was being setup - now repaired.
Draw Messages - this has been revamped and allows for a change all button as well as easier entry, editing of the messages.
View / Edit Event Draws
The description of the current match times shown on screen are displayed under the event number and the next and previous buttons eg Match Times: Sunday 18th. The current Time Draw being displayed can still be changed via the Time Draw
tab on the bottom right of the screen.
Match Results
Print / Export Match results - Event Results with full player detail.
This print has now been expanded to include all rounds of Feed In draws from the Last16 qualifying onwards.
Tournament Planner
Setup - The number of subtotals has been increased to 12 while an additional extra subtotal button has been provided to
allow for up to 6 totals from any combination of events to be placed underneath the main table.
Printing - On some printers when printing the tournament plan and some day's were marked as completed the shading
removed the underlying numbers when a days play was completed. Now redesigned so you can always see the numbers
under the shading.
Other fixes.
Alter Time Draws - Match Clash indicator when using multiple court venues did not display correctly on the second or
subsequent venue - now fixed.
Print Event Draws - grade group/ranking not displaying on doubles events - fixed.
Time Draw scheduling - Round robin events with different sized divisions eg 5 players and 4 players. Problem identifying
the correct round in the smaller divisions when scheduling a particular round eg all 2nd round matches in all divisions has
been fixed.
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